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Invariant Differential Systems and

Canonical Forms of I. Cartan

by

H. H. Johnson

One of the early applications of continuous transformation

groups and pseudo groups was to invariant systems of ordinary and

partial differential equations. Much of this work was done by

S. Lie [5, 6) and E. Vessiot [7) before Cartan's contributions

to infinite continuous pseudo groups [1). The purpose of this

paper is to develop parts of the older theory of Lie and Vessiot

in Cartan's context. We show the essential role played by Cartan's

canonical forms in determining invariant systems. Automorp~ic

systems can be completely described in a manner similar to Lie's,

but Cartan's involutiveness together with an additional hypothesis

yield more complete results than in the older theory. Also, follow-

ing Cartan the theory takes a "coordinate-free" form. Definitions

will be those of M. Kuranishi [3, 41]. In this paper we will always

assume manifolds, functions, and forms are real and infinitely

differentiable.

Invariant Systems

M is a manifold. G is a continuous infinite pseudo group

of local transoruations of M into itself which is complete, i.e.

restrictions of tranbrmations to open subsets are also considered

to be in G. [(4 E is an ideal of exterior differential forms on

M which is closed under exterior differentiation and generated by

1-forms •I ... ,10 and their exterior derivatives [3). A solution
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of E is a submanifold 1: N - M of M such that 7*0 - 0 for

every 0 in E. The only additonal condition imposed on E is

that if 0 is a 1-form which is zero on every solution of E, then

0 is a linear combination of 01 ,...,9. (Real analytic systems

studied by E. Cartan have this property.) One can show that if Z

satisfies this property on M, then it continues to do so when

restricted to an open subset of M.

Definition 1. E is invariant under G if for every solution

F: N - M and every f in G having domain U which intersects

the range of F, MF: F-(u) - M is also a solution of E.

Definition 2. It is assumed that G is in normal form.

This means that there are on M real-valued functions y 1...,yp
1 1 r atand 1-forms W W. 1 7I,...,JX such thatAevery point p in

M, dy,-..,dy, 1,..... q .. form a basis of the

cotangent space and G satisfies:

(1) f is in G if and only if yif . yi, f*W3J - 4J for

every i . l,...,p, J - 11-9q;

(2) d Ci ci Ak(Ai k _pJ A'1

where the cijk anf ai are functions of yl, ... ,yp

(3) ai form an involutive system [1]. That is, on

M >X M with P1  and P2  the projections of M X< N onto the

first and second factors, respectively, the system 42 of exterior

differential forms generated by PO Ci _ p• Wi yJPq "y P2 all

i, J, with PI(M) as independent variables, is in involution.
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For our purposes, and because we are in the CO - category,

we impose the additional hypothesis:

(4) every integral P : N - M >< M of fl such that P

N - M is a subuanifold of M is contained in a (maximal) integral

of A having PI(M) as independent variables, That is, there

exists a solution F: M -- M X M with P1 F - identity, and a map

T: N - N so that a - FT.

Remark. The assumption that G is in normal form does not

greatly restrict generality. Many pseudo groups on M may be

prolonged to a manifold M >< M'. If P: M >< M' - M is the

projection, and if E on r is invariant under G, then P*(E)

is invariant under the prolonged pseudo group. All of the pseudo

groups studied by Cartan could be prolonged to normal form. Also,

using his normal prolongations one may as well assume that

# ,...,a can be expressed as a linear combination of dyl..
dyP, W 1,9-' A 4 q_

Theorem 1. If

-. skdy - tia' J i -

where sik and tti are functions of yl,...yP, then the ideal

E generated by 1l,... ,e is invariant. Conversely, every

invariant ideal generated by 1-forms which are linear combinations of

dyl ... ,dyP, W 9 ... , 4jq, is generated by 1-forms of the type

above.

Proof. The first assertion follows from condition (1) in the

definition of normal form.
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Conversely, suppose 0 is a 1-form in an invariant ideal

E and f is in G having domain U. Then f* is zero on

every solution of E restricted to U. Hence fo is a linear

combination of the generators of E.

Let 01,...,O denote the generators of E, and let

91 1p'q denote dy1)...,dyp ,..., O)q in some order.

Given that the i are linear combinations of the it can

be supposed that
i i P+q-M Ai m+k

E - A k
k-1

If f is in G, then

i- p+q-m if m-k

k-I

But also f*pi is a linear combination of

f*Oi . i . i cih m p+q-mR 'ih m-k
h-i h-i k=l

i - l,...,m. Since dyl,...,dyp, W l,...., q are linearly

independent at every point of M, cih = 6ih, and hence f, i -

for every f in G. Moreover, Ai kf - Aik' so these coefficients

are invariants and consequently functions of yl ,**,YP. Q.E.D.
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Autonorphic Systems

Definition 3. An exterior differential system on M X N

with independent variables N is a pair (V',N) where EV is

an idal of exterior differential forms on N X N closed under

exterior differentiation, and N is a manifold. A solution of

(V',N) is a submanifold F: V - M >< N where V is an open

subset of N, PWF - identity, PF is a submanifold of M, and

F* f- 0 for every 0 in E% (PN and P. denote the projections

of MN onto N and M, respectively.)

Definition 4. Two solutions F1 : V - M >< N and F2 :

V - M X N of (E',N) are called equivalent under G', a pseudo

group on M < N, if for every p in V there is an f' in G'

whose domain U contains Pl(p) such that f'FI M F2 on F 1 (U).

Definition 5- (E',N) is automorphic under G' if every two

solutions Fi: V - MN and F2 : V - MN are equivalent, and if F'

is invariant under G'.

Now let G be as before a pseudo group on M. For every f

in G having domain U, consider on U X N the transformation

f'(u,n) - (f(u),n), u in U, n in N. That is, PMf' a fpM'

The collection of all such f' together with their restrictions to

open subsets forms a complete pseudo group GI called the trivial

isomorphic prolongation of G to M X N.

Proposition 1. Let G on M be in normal form with invariants
y1 ,...yp I 19.09 Wq. Let P Q: N - M be any submanifold of M.

Let G' denote the trivial prolongation of G to M X N. Define
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E' to be the ideal of exterior differential forms, elose~aXjAer

exterior differentiation, on M X N generated by

y ipM - y i FPN9 t 0yA iP -yPN, i - 1,...p,

P. - PNtFo •. ,J

Then (l' ,N) is automorphic under the trivial prolongatiq G'.

Proof. Let FI: V M N and F2 : V - M be two solut~nk. of

(E',N). Then ypIMF, = yiFoPNF1 - yiFo and yiPMFl y Han.

yiPMFl -yipMF 2 , i - 1,...,p. Similarly, (PMP1)* W . .c) j.

Now consider the ideal T on M X M of Definition). 2h

Now .l- Dfiniion~ The
submanifold V - M X M defined by •(q) - (PNFI(q•,•MF2(q))

is an integral submanifold of R by the remarks of the pl,,,, .

paragraph. Moreover, P1 , - PMF1  is a submanifold of and

hence by (4) in Definition 2, 4 is contained in a solutlm _of

maximal dimensions. This solution defines an element f t G,
and rPMFl - PMF 2  It follows that f'F 1 - F2 . The fact~h, ka;'

is invariant is a consequence of Theorem 1. Q.E.D.

Provosition 2. Let E be invariant on M under G

have a solution Fo: N - N. Let E, be the ideal constr1,' ed in

Proposition 1 from FPoo Let E'' denote the ideal Pf(E) Q00

N X N. If (E,,1N) is automorphic under G', then (E 1z,) and

(E'',N) have the same solutions.

Proof. If F: V - N X N is a solution of (E'',N)'t it must

be equivalent to F; defined by F;(q) - (Fo(q),q). Henlir- 0cally

one can write F - f'F; for some fo in G'. ' isa



solution of (E' IN), and El is invariant under GI • Hence

f 'P 0 P is locally a solutio:i of (Z' ,N). But then it sust

be a global solution. The staus reasoning shows any solution

of (E',N) to be a oiolution o:! (E '',N). Q.E.D.

These two propositions pr')vide a complete descriptioa of

automorphic systems. The author has been unable to find a similar

extension of the Lie-Vessiot theory of decomposition of invariant

systems by quotient pseudo groups into resolvants and automorphic

systems. [2]


